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[1] The Io–Jupiter interaction generates strong decametric radio emissions (DAM),
which appear as arcs in the time–frequency plane. These emissions are beamed at an angle
from the magnetic field lines, which may vary with frequency and longitude amongst
other properties. Empirical models of this beaming angle describe the shape of the DAM
arcs and offer insight into the emission mechanism for DAM. Several studies
have investigated the variation in the emission beaming angle. The studies span a range
of frequencies which depend on the observational means (spacecraft, ground-based
radio telescopes) used to obtain data. Subsequently, because of the varying assumptions
made (e.g. relativistic vs. non-relativistic electrons for the wave polarization),
methods used (e.g. prescribing a beaming angle function vs. determining a beaming
angle function from observational geometry) and frequency ranges observed,
different results have been found in each study. In the present paper, we model the shape
of the emission with an empirical beaming angle function and adjust the parameters
to best fit the emission arcs. However, our model builds on previous models by taking
into account the location of Io in the Jovian magnetic field. We also look at
a broader frequency range than many of the intermediate studies. We find that a simple
empirical beaming angle function describes the shape of the A, B, and D arcs
and that the beaming angle function must decrease at high and low frequencies.
We then propose a simple explanation for the beaming angle profile, deduced
from cyclotron maser theory.
Citation: Ray, L. C., and S. Hess (2008), Modelling the Io-related DAM emission by modifying the beaming angle, J. Geophys. Res.,
113, A11218, doi:10.1029/2008JA013669.
1. Introduction
[2] The discovery of Jovian decametric (DAM) radiation
was purely accidental. While observing the Crab nebula,
Burke and Franklin [1955] detected an unknown radio
source at 22.2 MHz. The source appeared for 3 months at
approximately the same position, but shifted in right ascen-
sion. This shift eliminated the possibility of astronomical
origin and the localized sidereal time of the emissions
discounted terrestrial sources. Hence Burke and Franklin
[1955] compared the source location with the positions of
solar system bodies and concluded that the radio emission
was associated with Jupiter. The connection between the
DAM and Io was discovered by Bigg [1964], who noted a
pattern when the emissions were organized by Io phase.
[3] Io, Jupiter’s nearest Galilean moon, loses neutral mass
to the Jovian system at a rate of 1000 kg/s. The neutral
particles are quickly ionized by processes such as electron
impact ionization, charge-exchange and photo-ionization
(see review by Thomas et al. [2004]) creating a plasma
torus around Jupiter at Io’s orbital radius. The new plasma
initially has the same orbital velocity as Io, which is
approximately four times less than that of Jupiter, but is
soon accelerated to corotation with Jupiter’s magnetic field.
The time delay of the acceleration toward corotation with
Jupiter results in a wake downstream of Io. In Io’s reference
frame, the motion of Jupiter’s magnetic field, and hence the
frozen-in plasma torus, generates a corotational electric field
and Alfve´n waves that accelerate electrons and ultimately
cause aurorae and decametric radio emissions above
Jupiter’s atmosphere (see reviews by Zarka [1998], Clarke
et al. [2004], Saur et al. [2004]).
[4] The Io-related DAM is categorized into four source
regions in Io-phase—Central Meridian Longitude (CML)
space: A, B, C, and D (Figure 1). Figure 2a shows the
position of the source regions relative to Jupiter in the
reference frame of the observer. This can also be expressed
in terms of the emission hemisphere and Io’s phase, FIo,
which is the angle between Io and the observer’s anti-
meridian, as shown in Figure 2b. Each source is related to a
particular shape of arc described by the arc vertex. The arc
vertex occurs where the direction of the drift in emission
frequency changes. Vertex-early events occur for FIo < 180
and appear as ‘‘open parentheses’’, while vertex-late events
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occur for FIo >180 and appear as ‘‘closed parentheses’’. In
the northern hemisphere, the early and late source regions
are ‘‘B’’ and ‘‘A’’ respectively, and in the southern hemi-
sphere ‘‘D’’ and ‘‘C’’.
[5] Moreover, the emissions occur for emitting field lines
across a given range of jovian longitude and thus the
visibility of the arcs, such as those in all panels of Figure 7,
depends on both the phase and System III longitude of Io
(lIIIIo) relative to the observer longitude (lIII
obs), also called the
central meridian longitude (CML) (Figure 2b). Because of
the Jovian field orientation, A and B emissions are typically
right-hand (RH) polarized, while C and D emissions are
mostly left-handed (LH). Thewake preceeding Io (Figure 2b)
may cause observed secondary DAM arcs, such as those in
Figure 7b.
[6] The most commonly cited emission mechanism for
DAM, as for most planetary auroral radio emissions, is the
cyclotron maser instability (CMI) (see review by Zarka
[2000]). This exists when there is a resonance between the
gyration of the electrons around the magnetic field lines as
defined by the electron cyclotron frequency (Wc) and a
right-handed circularly polarized wave with a frequency
near the local electron cyclotron frequency. This instability
requires that the electron distribution has a positive gradient
along the perpendicular velocity, @F/@v? > 0, which can be
created by a magnetically mirrored population of electrons
presenting a ‘‘loss-cone’’ because of the loss of particles by
collision in the jovian ionosphere, a ring beam distribution,
or by electron beams accelerated by the Io–Jupiter
interaction. The CMI generates emission that has a narrow
range of beaming angle which is symmetric relative to the
magnetic field lines (i.e. the waves are emitted along a
hollow cone). A more detailed description of the CMI is
presented in section 4.3.
[7] The main theory regarding the jovian radio arc
morphology in the time–frequency plane is that the arcs
Figure 1. Source regions in Io phase—CML space. There
are 4 distinct Io source locations. The background emission is
thought to be associated with a separate emissionmechanism.
Figure 2. (a) DAM source regions. Radiation is beamed in a hollow cone. Sources A and B emit from
the Northern hemisphere; C, D emit from the Southern hemisphere. B and D are early sources, that is, the
observers sees the emission from the leading edge of the cone. Conversely, A and C are late sources
where the emission observed is from the trailing edge of the cone. (b) Top down view of the Jupiter–Io
system. The Io phase is a right-handed coordinate system initialized at the observer’s anti-meridian,
whereas the longitude System IIIlIII is a left-handed system fixed by the magnetic field. Thus the
longitude of Io is given by FIo = lIII
obs  lIIIIo + 180. (c) The radiation is beamed along an hollow cone
with a beaming angle Q. When the border of the cone is aligned with the observer longitude (CML) the
emission can be observed.
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are a geometrical effect because of the beaming anisotropy
and the variation of the angle of observation with Jupiter’s
rotation. The most variable and least determined parameter
in modelling the Io-related arcs is the beaming angle
function, Q( f ), where f is the emission frequency. This
function dictates whether or not the observer will detect
emission and if so, the shape of the observed arcs. Past
studies have attempted to determine Q( f ), each using a
different method. Using Voyager data and an assumed
field geometry, Goldstein and Thieman [1981] found the
angle between the observer and local field vector at the
emission point for an emitting field line fixed in Jupiter’s
reference frame. They then applied and adjusted an em-
pirical beaming angle function. The beaming function
depended only on frequency and did not vary with source
region, hence their analysis was independent of Io’s
location and decoupled the emissions from the Io–Jupiter
interaction.
[8] Menietti et al. [1984] used a three-dimensional ray
tracing code to determine the beaming angle of the emission
while taking into account the Doppler shift of the frequency
at the source point. Their analysis looked at selected
emission frequencies and found a beaming angle which
had a peak at 10 MHz and decreased on either side. Their
results were independent of the emission mechanism.
[9] Leblanc et al. [1994] and Willes et al. [1994] used the
polarization of the emission to determine the beaming angle.
The Leblanc et al. [1994] analysis assumed non-relativistic
electrons and related the polarization of the emission
directly to the beaming angle at the source, while fixing
the field line in Io’s reference frame. They determined the
beaming angle, independent of frequency, for 33 Io-con-
trolled events, and showed that the beaming angle varies
with the system III longitude of Io (lIII
Io ) and the hemisphere
of emission. Willes et al. [1994] investigated the polariza-
tion of the emission in the mildly relativistic limit. The
assumption of mildly relativistic electrons is consistent with
the elliptical polarization of the DAM, however it predicted
a beaming angle where Q ] 50. This beaming angle was
less than that found by Leblanc et al. [1994] and inconsis-
tent with the viewing geometry. The discrepancy between
the predicted angle and the viewing geometry was postu-
lated to be due to the magnetic field model.
[10] Lecacheux et al. [1998] showed that the beaming
function cannot be constant along the field lines, specifi-
cally it must decrease at the highest and lowest frequencies.
They proposed refraction at the source region in Jupiter’s
ionosphere at high frequencies and possible refraction
through the plasma torus at low frequencies to explain the
decrease. Queinnec and Zarka [1998] worked backward to
derive Q( f ) given the location of the observer, emission
point, and Io in the jovian magnetic field using Earth-based
observations from the Nanc¸ay decameter array and WIND
spacecraft which spanned a large-frequency range. They
measured a beaming angle function which varies with the
frequency, hemisphere, and lIII
Io . In particular they observed
a decrease of the beaming angle at high frequency. In their
model the emitting field line is fixed in Io’s frame.
[11] The aforementioned investigations did not study the
variation of the beaming angle at low frequency, with the
exception of Goldstein and Thieman [1981] which did not
include possible variations with lIII
Io and did not allow the
emitting field line to shift in the Io–Jupiter interaction. Thus
we use a modified form of the beaming angle function used
in Goldstein and Thieman [1981] and adjust the parameters
to fit DAM events from all source regions. We compare the
results amongst source regions.
2. Model
[12] Our model computes the shape of the emission in the
time-frequency plane and compares it with that observed by
the planetary radio astronomy (PRA) instruments on Voy-
ager 1 and 2. The observations were made in March
(Voyager 1) and July (Voyager 2) 1979 as each spacecraft
passed Jupiter. Since the PRA instrumentation was identical
between the two spacecraft, we do not note from which
spacecraft each observation is from. A detailed review of
the observed radio emissions can be found in Boischot et al.
[1981].
[13] The geometry of our model is shown in Figure 2c.
First, at each point along the emitting magnetic field line,
we compute the angle between the magnetic field and the
observer’s line of sight. We choose to simulate the emission
using the instantaneous Io field line. However a field line
from the Io wake is also tried with a lead angle of 15 for
this analysis [Clarke et al., 1998], corresponding to the
difference between the FUVobservations of the Io footprint
and the predictions of the location of the Io footprint from
the VIP4 field model [Connerney et al., 1998].
[14] Following the analyses of Leblanc et al. [1994] and
Goldstein and Thieman [1981], the observer is assumed to
be in the equatorial plane and at an ‘‘infinite distance.’’ That
is, the position of the source does not change the angle
between the observer’s line of sight and the magnetic field
which only depends on the field direction and the observer’s
CML.
[15] We then determine the magnetic field pointing vectors
along the field line using the VIT4 magnetic field model
(Connerney, personal communication). The Goldstein and
Thieman [1981] analysis used the field model [Acun˜a and
Ness, 1976] to model the DAM emission. The model is
calculated using a spherical harmonic expansion of the field
out to fourth order, and then the terms up through the
octupole (third order) are kept. The modelled field is con-
strained by Pioneer 10 measurements. The VIP4 field model
[Connerney et al., 1998] uses both Voyager and Pioneer 10
data, along with infra-red (IR) observations of the Io flux
tube footprint to calculate the field coefficients to fourth
order. The VIT4 field model removes the dependence of the
field on Pioneer 10 data. This fourth order model of the
internal jovian magnetic field is determined from the location
of the IR Io footprint and the theta component of the Voyager
magnetic field measurements. Because of the stronger
dependence of the higher-order moments on the Io footprint,
it is a more accurate model in describing the Io flux tube
geometry than the VIP4 model. The location of the Io
footprint and the cyclotron frequency at the jovian surface,
which limits the highest frequency of emission as a function
System III longitude both depend heavily on field model.
That dependence is shown in Figures 3 and 4, respectively.
[16] For each Voyager viewing geometry, we compute the
System III longitude of Io and then the magnetic field
direction along the instantaneous Io flux tube from 1
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MHz to the maximum cyclotron frequency value as given
by Figure 4 at 1 MHz intervals. The emitting field line is
fixed in Io’s reference frame as in Leblanc et al. [1994] and
Queinnec and Zarka [1998]. The angle between the observ-
er’s line of sight and the magnetic field is compared to that
calculated from a beaming angle function. If these two
angles match within 1, which is the typical width of the
hollow cone [Goldstein and Thieman, 1981; Queinnec and
Zarka, 1998], the emission is presumed to be observable.
Doing this comparison at several frequencies and system
geometries permits us to model a dynamic spectrum of the
arcs which we then compare with the Voyager observations.
A beaming function, Q( f ), is then adjusted fit the obser-
vations. This function is based on the empirical one proposed
by Goldstein and Thieman [1981] (Note that we have
corrected for the typo in the original publication):
Q fð Þ ¼ Qmax sin p
2




Q fð Þ ¼ Qmax sin p
2





where fmax is the surface cyclotron frequency of the emitting
flux tube and fv = (fmax + 1)/w is the vertex frequency of the
arc. The three adjustable parameters are: a, which dictates
the range of cone angles with frequency (Figure 5a); w,
which controls the vertex frequency (Figure 5b); and Qmax,
which sets the maximum beaming angle (Figure 5c). For
each source we select 2–3 events with clearly defined arcs
in the dynamic spectra from Voyagers 1 and 2 and adjust the
above parameters until each arc is simulated in both position
and shape.
[17] In their study Goldstein and Thieman [1981] held
Qmax = 80 constant and adjusted a and w to find a best fit
of a =.6038 and w = 3 for all arcs. However Goldstein and
Thieman [1981] did not consider the location of Io in their
analysis. The results of our fitting process will be discussed
in more detail in section 4.2.
3. Results
[18] Table 1 lists the parameters which fit best by inspec-
tion for each event and the System III positions of Io and the
observer. The beaming angles for the southern hemisphere
are measured from the anti-planetward direction (Figure 2c).
Our model adequately reproduces the general shape and
frequency range of the emission arcs for the A, B, and D
sources. As we assume that the arc shape is solely a function
of beaming angle and Io’s location, there is no background
emission from non-Io sources. The beaming functions used
do not reproduce the shape of the Io-C arcs (Figure 7d), so
the beaming angle of these arcs should be investigated by
another method.
3.1. Io-A Source
[19] The modelled Io-A events are from 13 March 1979
(Figure 7a), 25 March 1979, and 7 July 1979. These vertex-
late events have distinct arcs which stand out in the dynamic
spectra. They occur at approximately the same source CML,
making them easily comparable. Figure 6a displays the
beaming angle functions for each event. The shape of the
cone angle functions is nearly identical for the three events,
with the vertex frequency at 12 MHz, except that the 25
March event requires a larger maximum beaming angle,
Qmax, and the beaming angle function for 7 July spans a
larger range of angles. We are able to recreate the three
events using emission from the instantaneous Io flux tube,
but the modeled arcs reach slightly higher frequency than
the observed arcs.
Figure 3. Location of the Io fluxtube footprint in the
Northern hemisphere. Field models are labelled on the plot.
Figure 4. Cyclotron frequency at the 1 bar level for the
northern and southern hemispheres using the VIT4
magnetic field model (solid line). The VIP4 surface
gyrofrequencies are plotted for comparison (dashed line).
Jovian oblateness of 1/15.4 is included.
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Figure 5. (a) Variation of Q( f ) with the a parameter. As a increases Q( f ) flattens out. (b) Variation of
Q( f ) with w. The vertex frequency shifts to lower frequencies with increasing w. (c) Variation with Qmax.
In addition to directly shifting Q( f ) in frequency, increasing Qmax also affects the range of angles.
Table 1. Beaming Angle Parameters and lIII of the Observer and Io for Modelled Events
Source a Qmax w lIII
Io lIII
obs
Sensitivity 0.2 1o 0.5
Io-A
13 March 1979 0.78 78 3.0 175–190 250–270
25 March 1979 0.79 80 3.0 170–190 240–270
7 July 1979 0.735 78 3.5 180–205 250–280
7 July 1979 0.735 78 3.5 180–205; 130–205 250–280; 180–280
Io-B
21 March 1979 0.828 92 3.8 155–165 70–80
23 March 1979 0.85 83 3.8 255–265 170–180
16 July 1979 0.85 83 3.0 235–240 150–160
23 March 1979 0.85 83 3.8 255–265; 230–255 170–180; 130–170
16 July 1979 0.85 83 3.0 235–240; 205–235 150–160; 110–150
Io-C
15 March 1979 0.85 74 3.0 240–265 300–330
22 March 1979 0.85 68 3.0 270–293 330–360
Io-D
7 March 1979 0.43 70 4.6 85–130 10–70
12 March 1979 0.32 71 3.2 60–95 350–50
16 March 1979 0.34 71 3.2 90–150 10–90




[20] The simulated Io-B events are from 21 March 1979,
23 March 1979, and 16 July 1979 (Figure 7b). While the 21
March event is a single distinct arc, the 23 March and 16
July events have multiple arcs which occur over a large
range of observer CML, implying that the emission is due to
both the instantaneous Io flux tube (for the main arc) and
wake (for secondary arcs). We model the shape of the wake
arcs using the same beaming angle function, but with
emitting field lines located downstream of Io in the wake
and compare to the secondary arcs. As our model does not
reproduce the arc shapes for all of the wake emissions
(Figure 7b), the parameters of the beaming function must
vary for each arc. The main arcs are well fit except at high
frequencies where the emission appears as a trailing tail.
Queinnec and Zarka [1998] showed that at these frequen-
cies the beaming angle decreases abruptly, which is not
compatible with the chosen beaming angle function, Q( f )
(equation (1)). Moreover, to be consistent with the limita-
tion at high frequencies because of the surface cyclotron
frequency, these emissions must be emitted from field lines
connected to the wake.
[21] The 21 March event is considerably different from the
two other events both in longitude range and in beaming
angle. Its beaming angle function, Q( f ), reaches angles
greater than 90 and its emission appears left-handed,
consistent with CMI theory, which predicts that the RH
emission cannot be propagated at obtuse angles. Hence
this event may result from a different process than the
typical Io-B events.
3.3. Io-D Source
[22] Themodelled Io-D events are 7March 1979 (Figure 7c),
12 March 1979, and 16 March 1979. All three events have a
single arc which spans a broad range of observer CML.
Figure 6c shows the beaming angle functions for each
event. The angular range of Q( f ) is large; 40 as opposed
to 5 for the A events which may be because of the fact that
the model fits at high frequencies near the surface cyclotron
frequency, where a strong decrease of the beaming angle is
expected [Queinnec and Zarka, 1998; Lecacheux et al.,
1998].
[23] The D events are ideal in that the same parameters
for the beaming angle function, Q( f ), are applied to
multiple events (12 March and 16 March), suggesting a
general shape of the Io-D arcs. It is important to note that
these two events occur over the same range of longitude.
The modelled 7 March arc follows the observed arc for
nearly all frequencies; and the 12 March and 16 March
modelled arcs match except at low frequencies. Each
Figure 6. Beaming angle as a function of frequency for the modelled events. (a) Io-A events, (b) Io-B
events, (c) Io-D events. (d) Dashed line is the beaming function fit by inspection for the 7 March Io-D
event. The continuous line is the beaming function found using CMI theory and including the effect of
the refraction inside the source. The dot-dashed line shows the theoretical curve without refraction. We




to be consistent with the decrease of beaming angle with frequency.
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modelled arc is due to emission from the instantaneous Io
flux tube.
4. Discussion
4.1. Comparison Between the Sources
[24] Although the shape of the A and B arcs, both right-
handed emission, are different, the parameters used for the
beaming angle function are similar, with a vertex frequency
between 10 MHz and 12 MHz and a beaming angle with a
mean value around 80 ± 2 which varies slowly over a
limited range. The exception is the Io-B tail which is not fit by
this analysis. These two sources are generally composed of a
main arc and secondary arcs, that may be due to emitting field
lines connected to the wake. It is difficult to determine
anything definitive about the relationship between the C
and D events as we were unable to reproduce the C event
arcs with our chosen. Therefore, the beaming angle function
is different between the two source locations, with the
exception that both have a maximum beaming angle of 70.
[25] Except for the difference in the maximum emission
frequency of the arcs, which is due the asymmetry of the
jovian magnetic field, the main difference between the
northern and southern emissions is the difference of beam-
ing angle. The northern hemisphere emissions have a Q(f)
which ranges from 70 to 90 while the beaming angle for
the southern hemisphere emissions ranges from 50 to 70.
This may reflect a strong difference between emission
processes in each hemisphere, or a different lead angle
between the Io field line and the emitting field line.
Moreover, the wake emissions occur more often with
northern sources.
4.2. Comparison With Past Work
[26] The most important difference between our model
and that of Goldstein and Thieman [1981] is that the
emitting field line in our model is fixed in Io’s reference
frame, which is consistent with an emission due to the Io–
Jupiter interaction. Goldstein and Thieman [1981] excited
the magnetic field lines every 20 and hence the ‘best-fit’
parameters that they found are independent of any motion
through the system as well as independent of Io’s location.
We also allow for a beaming angle function which may
differ for each source in our model, whereas it is fixed for
all the sources in their model. Goldstein and Thieman
[1981] assumed the same function for all sources but did
allow for a different vertex frequency, the frequency at
which the beaming angle function switches from increasing
to decreasing, between the early and late sources. We vary
the parameters between sources and also adjust the maxi-
mum beaming angle. Therefore, this analysis investigates
broader variations Q( f ) in between the sources. In partic-
ular, we find that the mean value of the beaming angle is
different between the northern and southern hemispheres.
[27] Another difference between our analysis and that of
Goldstein and Thieman [1981] is due to the use of the VIT4
field model instead of the O4 field model. The VIT4 field
model has a higher-surface gyrofrequency than the O4 field
model, particularly for the southern hemisphere (Figure 4).
Hence our modelled arcs extend to higher frequencies. In
addition, the higher-order moments included in the VIT4
field model adjust the field geometry at high latitudes,
slightly shifting the shapes of the arcs at high frequencies.
The direction of the shift is dependent on the longitude of
the lIII emission.
[28] Our modelled beaming angles for the 13 March and
7 July ‘A’ arcs are consistent with those derived by Menietti
et al. [1984]. The Menietti et al. [1984] analysis modelled
each arc using two assumed Doppler shift values. Our
modelled beaming angles are less than the high-Doppler
shifted source results for low frequencies, but are larger at
middle and high frequencies (f  8 MHz). As we do not
take Doppler shift into account in our model, this is likely
do to the magnetic field model used. Our modelled arcs
Figure 7. The modelled arcs (red curves) are overplotted on the observed ones: (a) A event, (b) B event,
(c) D event. The green curves on the (b) figure show the secondary arcs modeled assuming a wake
emissions and the same beaming angle function as for the main arc. Although the position of the
secondary arcs are consistent with wake emissions, the beaming angle function must be different than
those of the main arc. (d) Modelled C-event using the instantaneous Io flux tube. Simulated arc does not
match observation.
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extend to higher frequencies, which is attributed to our
calculation of the gyrofrequency at 1 MHz intervals down to
the surface while they chose a set number of emission
frequencies for their analysis.
[29] Queinnec and Zarka [1998] derive the beaming
angle function by working backward from the system
geometry. The beaming angle function, Q( f ), is determined
for both the instantaneous Io flux tube and multiple lag
angles (wake emission locations downstream of Io). They
find an average beaming angle of 70–75. Moreover their
measures show a decrease of the beaming angle at the
lowest and the highest frequencies for all the observed arcs.
For all sources our results are consistent with those obtained
by Queinnec and Zarka [1998] for a lead angle of approx-
imately 20. They observe comparable maximum beaming
angles, vertex frequencies, and variations of the beaming
angle in the frequency ranges common to both studies
(4 MHz–20 MHz for the southern and 8 MHz–30 MHz
for the northern). At higher frequencies Queinnec and
Zarka [1998] observe an abrupt decrease in the beaming
angle for emission, particularly for the B and C sources. The
main difference between the two studies is that Queinnec
and Zarka [1998] directly measure the beaming angle
whereas we suppose an empirical beaming angle function
to obtain the shape of the emission. Thus their measure-
ments may be more precise, but they cannot tell if the
beaming angle function they obtained uniquely results in the
observed emissions or if it should generate other emissions
that are not observed. Our model shows that the observed
arcs are the only visible emissions for our beaming angle
function.
4.3. Physical Explanation
[30] The beaming angle function we use is a strictly
empirical one derived by Goldstein and Thieman [1981]
from the Voyager observations. Moreover, it does not
describe the abrupt variations of the beaming angle at high
frequencies (near the cyclotron frequency at the surface)
[Queinnec and Zarka, 1998]. Therefore we need a beaming
angle function, derived from a physical theory, which is
consistent with equation (1) far from the jovian ionosphere
and decreases abruptly near it. Such a function can be
deduced from the CMI theory if we make reasonable
assumptions about the density profile along the field line
and some properties of the emitting particles. For a more in
depth review of maser emission, the reader is referred to
more detailed discussions [Wu and Lee, 1979; Melrose and
Dulk, 1982; Winglee and Dulk, 1986; Ergun et al., 2000;
Pritchett et al., 2002].
[31] The CMI is a resonant interaction between electrons
with a velocity, v, and a circularly polarized wave with a
frequency, f. The resonance condition is given by:




where the k subscript refers to the direction parallel to the
magnetic field lines and fc is the electron cyclotron
frequency. This equation describes a sphere in the velocity











where N is the refraction index given by the Appelton–
Hartree dispersion relation in the cold plasma approxima-
tion. The beaming angle function, Q( f ), depends on the
resonance sphere and on the refraction index, which in turn
depends on the plasma frequency. Finally, the determination
of the resonance sphere depends on the electron distribu-
tion, Fe. The emission is produced on the R–X mode which
implies that the allowed solutions to the resonance condition
(equation (2)), which occur along the resonance sphere, must
correspond to frequencies above the R–X cutoff frequency.




is maximum [Wu and Lee, 1979] yields the most
amplified, and hence observed, mode. The most common
distributions unstable relative to CMI in the auroral zone are
the loss-cone, the ring and the shell distributions [Ergun et
al., 2000, 2006]. It results in three main relations between
Figure 8. (a) Example of a ring distribution unstable
relative to CMI. This distribution is unstable relative to
several resonance conditions. The resonance circle r.c. 1
center is given by (v0 = v/cos a), the r.c. 2 center by v0 =
vcos a and the r.c. 3 center by v0 = 0. (b) Density profile
along the emitting field line used to fit the data (Figure 6d).
The altitude is given relative to jovian surface. The dashed
line corresponds to the model of Su et al. [2003] and the
continuous line to the model we use to fit the beaming
angle. In our model, a minor species with a temperature of
4 eV is added to fit the vertex frequency.
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the resonance sphere center, v0, and the local cyclotron
frequency, fc, depending on the velocities for which the
gradient dFe
dv?
is positive (with a the resonant particle pitch-





) where fc;max is the cyclotron frequency at
the jovian surface):





predominant for a loss-cone distribution. The resonance
sphere is tangent to the loss-cone.





predominant for a ring distribution. The ring is a great circle
of the resonance sphere.
v0 ¼ 0 ð6Þ
predominant for a shell distribution. The resonance sphere is
tangent to the inner edge of the shell.
[32] Because of the symmetries, the velocity space can be
reduced to the (vk,v?) plane. Therein the resonance
condition is represented by a resonance circle, whose center
is the same as that of the resonance sphere (v0). The
resonance circles corresponding to the above equations are
shown in Figure 8 in the case of a ring distribution (this
distribution is unstable relative to these three instabilities).
The first instability (equation (4)) is the only one which
presents an increase of v0, and thus a decrease of the
beaming angle Q / arccos v0 (equation (3)), when the local
cyclotron frequency fc increases and particularly when it
reaches the surface cyclotron frequency fc;max. Since this
decrease of the beaming angle Q is seen in all the beaming
angle studies (including ours), we assume a ‘‘loss-cone
like’’ emission. Thus from equations (2), (3), and (4) the



























This assumption is consistent with a loss-cone distribution,
but also describes oblique emission from other auroral
distributions. Such a distribution is invoked to explain Io-
controlled DAM bursts with millisecond time-scale [Hess et
al., 2007a]. Moreover in this case the beaming may be
obtained using the cold plasma approximation. Figure 6d
shows a simulation of the theoretical beaming angle
function for the 7 March event. The dot-dashed curve
shows the theoretical beaming angle function Q(f) for
a ‘‘loss-cone like’’ beaming without any density effects
(N = 1). It shows an abrupt decrease of the beaming
angle at high frequencies, consistent with the observations
of Queinnec and Zarka [1998]; Lecacheux et al. [1998],
but it is not consistent with the beaming angle function,
inferred from Goldstein and Thieman [1981] and our
study (dot-dashed lines). We then assume the density
profile shown by the continuous curve in Figure 8b. The
result is shown in Figure 6d by the continuous curve and
is fully consistent with the observations (dashed curve).
The density model is consistent with the model of Su et
al. [2003] (dashed curve in Figure 8b), but without an
auroral cavity and with a minor (0.1% in density)
ionospheric hydrogen population with a temperature
about 4 eV.
[33] As we do not directly fit the data, but instead apply
an empirical model which is then fit to the data, this model
may be not representative of the density in the Io flux tube.
Further work should be done, with a direct fit of the data, to
obtain a more realistic density profile.
[34] The resonant particle energy is 16 keV in this
model, in order to obtain a maximum beaming angle of
70. Northern sources, whose maximum beaming angle is
about 80, involve particles with 5 keV, consistent with
the measurements made by Zarka et al. [1996]; Hess et al.
[2007b] for the millisecond Io-controlled bursts.
5. Conclusions
[35] The purpose of this study was to model the deca-
metric arcs observed by the Voyager 1 and 2 spacecraft by
modifying the beaming angle function, Q( f ). To do this we
created a model which determined the magnetic field vector
at each emission frequency and then calculated the angle
between the emission point and the observer. A beaming
angle function was then applied and adjusted until the
modelled arcs matched the Voyager observations. We then
looked at the four source regions separately and compared
the results within each source region; for early and late arcs,
Northern and Southern hemisphere emission, instantaneous
Io flux tube and wake emission, and finally with past
studies. The main results are as follows:
[36] 1. The functional form ofQ( f ) (equation (1)) derived
in Goldstein and Thieman [1981] is satisfactory for model-
ling arcs in the Io-stationary reference frame (except at the
frequencies near the Jovian surface), provided the maximum
cone angle is allowed to vary. Although we were unable to
reproduce the C arcs, reasonable results were attained for the
A, B, and D source regions.
[37] 2. As the model assumes emission solely along the
instantaneous Io flux tube, or at fixed field lines within the
wake, the jovian arc shape is due ONLY to the beaming
angle of the emissions along an unique magnetic field line
fixed in Io’s reference frame. Variations in the shape and
frequency are due to differences in the magnetic field
structure in System III.
[38] 3. From the measurements we made and those of
previous studies, we propose that the beaming angle func-
tion may be simply deduced from the CMI theory. It may
depend only on the density profile and energy of the
emitting electrons. Thus further modelling, using a theoret-
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ical profile of the beaming angle instead of an empirical
one, may permit one to get an estimation of the electron
energy and of its variations with longitude and hemisphere.
[39] 4. The beaming angle function and the shape of the
arcs are similar within each source region, even if the
maximum of the beaming angle Qmax may vary. According
to the theoretical interpretation of the beaming angle func-
tion proposed in this paper, this variation may correspond to
different energies of the emitting particles.
[40] 5. The beaming angle function varies with hemi-
sphere. For the early sources, the angular range of the
emission is narrower in the North (10 for the B source
versus 35 for the D). This may correspond to different
energies of the emitting particles in the northern and
southern hemispheres.
[41] 6. Wake emission is necessary to model the second-
ary arcs of the B and A events. The beaming angle function,
Q( f ), must change downstream of Io as the wake arcs span
a smaller range in frequency and observer CML. Prelimi-
nary investigation implies a more constant beaming angle
function for wake emission.
[42] Acknowledgments. Wolfgang Baumjohann thanks Michael
Kaiser and John Menietti for their assistance in evaluating this paper.
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